Bramwell Tovey conducts the Royal Conservatory Orchestra
and Jennifer Murphy
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Prelude Recital at 6:45 pm
This is the 712th concert in Koerner Hall
Bramwell Tovey, conductor
Jennifer Murphy, violin
Royal Conservatory Orchestra
PROGRAM
Kelly-Marie Murphy: A Thousand Natural Shocks
Erich Korngold: Violin Concerto in D Major, Op. 35
I.
Moderato nobile
II.
Romance: Andante
III.
Finale: Allegro assai vivace
(Jennifer Murphy, violin)
INTERMISSION
Richard Strauss: Ein Heldenleben, Op. 40

Kelly-Marie Murphy
Born in Cagliari, Italy, September 4, 1964
A Thousand Natural Shocks (2000)
Ottawa-based composer Kelly-Marie Murphy composed A Thousand Natural Shocks in the first half of the year 2000
at the request of Bramwell Tovey for his first concert as music director of the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra. The
11-minute concert opener falls into three contrasting sections in which visceral, forward-driving opening and closing
sections frame a calmer, more reflective centre. The title comes from Hamlet’s third and most famous soliloquy: “To
be or not to be … and by a sleep to say we end the heartache and the thousand natural shocks that flesh is heir to.”
Kelly-Marie Murphy writes: “The idea behind the piece is that change and new beginnings can be shocking
and stressful, but also full of fantastic challenges that are ultimately as rewarding as they are necessary. The fear
and tension of a new experience can quickly melt into thrilling course of action. Whereas Shakespeare had Hamlet
wondering what to do when faced with ‘outrageous Fortune,’ Machiavelli proposed that ‘Fortune favours the
impetuous.’
“Musically, I explore these approaches in elements of the orchestration. The piece begins with an extended
timpani solo. When the orchestra finally enters, it is a loud, chaotic, tangle of lines in competition with one another.
Although the majority of the piece is highly charged, fast, and dramatic, an important feature of all my works is the
solo voice. These moments focus on the individual voice that can be overwhelmed by the crowd, yet is capable of
being heard. In addition to the opening timpani solo, the piece also features extended solos for harp, oboe, flute, and
percussion.”

Erich Wolfgang Korngold
Born in Brünn (Brno), Moravia, May 29, 1897; died in Hollywood, California, November 29, 1957
Violin Concerto in D Major, Op. 35 (1937, rev. 1945)
“More corn than gold,” was the cruel put-down by American critic Irving Kolodin after hearing the premiere of
Korngold’s opulent Violin Concerto played by Heifetz. Korngold was 50 and his life had already mirrored some of the
major political and social upheavals of the 20th century. “Fifty is old for a child prodigy,” he said, wryly looking back on
the unpredictable and, to him, ultimately unsatisfying course that his life and music had taken.
Success came early. At 10, Mahler declared the child prodigy a genius. Operas and symphonic works
flowed from his pen before he was 20. His music was taken up by the likes of Kreisler and Flesch, Schnabel and
Cortot, Tauber and Lehmann, Weingartner and Walter. It was crowned by Die tote Stadt, which became one of the
most performed operas of the 1920s, reaching more than 80 stages worldwide. Korngold’s success was defined by
his operas and his operatic writing came to define his own musical style.
In 1934, with Europe increasingly becoming a dangerous place for a Jewish composer, Korngold was drawn
to Hollywood. A favourable contract with Warner Bros. followed and for the next 12 years, Korngold composed 17
major film scores, including two Academy Award winners. Now, Korngold’s command of the late romantic musical
vocabulary and his fluency in underscoring dramatic narrative blossomed from the stage into a medium that reached
millions. Nostalgia, fantasy, and escape were key ingredients of the Hollywood movies of the 1930s and 1940s, and
Korngold’s music captured the mood of the times to an extraordinary degree.
From the last of his film scores, Deception (1946), starring his favourite actress, Bette Davis, Korngold
extracted his Cello Concerto. It was concert music of a sort he had consciously ignored while exiled from Vienna. His
Violin Concerto, too, turned inward to the lush melodies and plush orchestrations he knew so well from his work in
the studios. It opens with a glorious melody that captures the very soul of the violin itself. It is borrowed from the
music he wrote for the film Another Dawn (1937). The second theme is no less lyrical and nostalgic, drawn this time
from the historical epic Juarez (1939). The wistful Romance takes its main theme from one of Korngold’s Oscarwinning scores, Anthony Adverse (1936), a romantic tear-jerker set in 18th century Italy. Its rapturous meditations
high on the E-string are sumptuously underscored by a shimmering, darkly hued orchestral accompaniment.
Korngold once said that the concerto was written “for a Caruso, rather than a Paganini.” The finale offers virtuoso
variations on a theme from one of Korngold’s finest movie scores, the Mark Twain classic The Prince and the Pauper
(1937). It builds to a show-stopping coda, at double speed.

Richard Strauss
Born in Munich, Germany, June 11, 1864; died in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, September 8, 1949
Ein Heldenleben (A Hero’s Life), Op. 40 (1897-8)
“I’m no hero. I’m not made for battle,” Strauss told the French writer Romain Rolland, not long after conducting the
premiere of his epic tone poem, Ein Heldenleben (A Hero’s Life), in Frankfurt in 1899. But he also said: “I do not see
why I should not compose a symphony about myself; I find myself quite as interesting as Napoleon or Alexander.”
Strauss was neither musical megalomaniac nor shy. Somewhere between the two apparently conflicting statements
lies a creative force that triggered the boldest, largest, and most original of his tone poems. He was 34 when he
wrote it, after a decade of success writing tone poems that remain a cornerstone of the repertoire. The motivating
force had been his discovery of the symphonic poems of Liszt and the music dramas of Wagner. From their lead
Strauss took the principle that “new ideas must search for new forms.” And in Ein Heldenleben, he achieved a 40minute symphonic structure that at once expands the symphonic narrative to its limit and vividly illuminates
Nietzsche’s concept of the Übermensch, or ‘Superman’ – well before the concept was debased by Nazi
propagandists.
Strauss published the piece without a descriptive program. But there clearly is one, since three of his close
friends published it later, independent of one another, using very similar language. Briefly, it concerns the hero’s
struggle against his adversaries, supported by his beloved companion, leading to his triumph and fulfillment of his
life’s ambitions. It is sometimes listed the following way: The Hero – The Hero’s Adversaries – The Hero’s
Companion – The Hero’s Battlefield – The Hero’s Works of Peace – The Hero’s Retirement from the World and
Fulfillment of his life.

Ein Heldenleben can be listened to as ‘pure’ music. But doing so puts on the blinkers to Strauss’s keen
characterisation, wicked humour and ability to draw from his own life experiences to portray the composer as hero.
He does this with enormous orchestral resources, including four-part winds, eight horns, five trumpets, two harps,
and a splendid array of percussion and strings. The six sections are played without break, save for a dramatic pause
at the end of the first section. The music is organised in a huge sonata form, the traditional first-movement structure
of classical and romantic sonatas, symphonies, and quartets.
- Program notes © 2017 Keith Horner

Bramwell Tovey
Conductor
Grammy and Juno Award-winning conductor/composer Bramwell Tovey was appointed Music Director of the
Vancouver Symphony Orchestra in 2000 and he is also the Artistic Advisor of the VSO School of Music. His tenure
has included complete symphony cycles of Beethoven, Mahler, Brahms, the establishment of an annual festival
dedicated to contemporary music, as well as the VSO Orchestral Institute at Whistler (VSOIW), a comprehensive
orchestral training program for young musicians held in Whistler/Blackcomb. In 2018, the VSO’s centenary year, he
will become the orchestra’s Music Director Emeritus.
During the 2016-17 season Mr. Tovey’s guest appearances include the symphonies of Rhode Island,
Helsingborg, Boston, Chicago, Melbourne, and Sydney, as well as the BBC Concert Orchestra, Philadelphia
Orchestra, the Royal Conservatory Orchestra, and the Los Angeles Philharmonic. Summer programs will include a
return to Vail with the New York Philharmonic, as well as performances at Tanglewood, Saratoga with the
Philadelphia Orchestra, and the Hollywood Bowl.
In 2003, Bramwell Tovey won the Juno Award for Best Classical Composition for his choral and brass work
Requiem for a Charred Skull. His trumpet concerto, Songs of the Paradise Saloon, was performed in 2014 by the LA
Philharmonic and the Philadelphia Orchestra. A recording of his opera, The Inventor, with the original cast, the VSO
with UBC Opera will be released this season by Naxos.
Mr. Tovey is a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Music in London, The Royal Conservatory of Music in
Toronto, and holds honorary degrees from the universities of British Columbia, Manitoba, Kwantlen, and Winnipeg. In
2013 he was appointed an honorary Officer of the Order of Canada for services to music.

Jennifer Murphy
Violin
Irish violinist Jennifer Murphy, Rebanks Fellow of The Royal Conservatory of Music, has performed throughout
Europe and North America, including London’s Wigmore Hall and Barbican Centre, and has worked with many of the
world’s most sought after performers and teachers, including Maxim Vengerov, David Geringas, Ernst Kovacic, and
the Belcea and Cremona Quartets.
In June 2014, she graduated from the Royal Academy of Music in London. She completed her
undergraduate studies at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama and recently received her Artist Diploma from The
Glenn Gould School. Her teachers have included Erika Raum, Maurice Hasson, and Detlef Hahn. She has spent her
summers at The Banff Centre, the West Cork Chamber Music Festival, Domaine Forget, and Clandeboye Festival,
where she was awarded a Young Musician Award by Camerata Ireland. In July 2016, she was invited to perform as a
fellowship artist at the Music by the Sea Festival, BC, where she collaborated with Steven Dann and Marc Ryser.
Ms. Murphy has served as concertmaster of the Royal Conservatory Orchestra under Leon Fleisher and
Julian Kuerti, and the Cross Border Orchestra of Ireland for performances in Carnegie Hall and Boston Symphony
Hall. As a member of the Royal Academy of Music and Guildhall School Orchestras, she has worked with prominent
conductors such as Sir Trevor Pinnock, Seymon Bychkov, James Gaffigan, and David Zinman.
Ms. Murphy plays on a Chanot violin, dated 1836, kindly on loan from The Royal Conservatory of Music,
and is generously supported by the Arts Council of Ireland.

Royal Conservatory Orchestra
Joaquin Valdepeñas, Resident Conductor
The Royal Conservatory Orchestra (RCO), part of the Temerty Orchestral Program, is widely regarded as an
outstanding ensemble and one of the best training orchestras in North America. The Conservatory’s orchestral
students gain critical performance experience in the acoustically renowned Koerner Hall, as well as invaluable
musical insights by being led by such distinguished conductors as Gábor Takács-Nagy, Johannes Debus, Bramwell
Tovey, and Tito Muñoz this season; past guest conductors have included Sir Roger Norrington, Peter Oundjian, Leon
Fleisher, Mario Bernardi, Richard Bradshaw, Ivars Taurins, Julian Kuerti, Tania Miller, Nathan Brock, Uri Mayer, and
Lior Shambadal. The RCO ensures that instrumental students in the Performance Diploma Program and the Artist
Diploma Program of The Glenn Gould School graduate with extensive orchestral performance experience.
Additionally, at least two winners of The Glenn Gould School Concerto Competition have the opportunity to appear
each year as soloists with the RCO. Graduates of the RCO have joined the ranks of the greatest orchestras in the
world, including the Montreal Symphony Orchestra, the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, the BBC Orchestra, the
Quebec Symphony Orchestra, the Canadian Opera Company Orchestra, the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, the
Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra, the Calgary Philharmonic, Tafelmusik, the Hallé Orchestra of Manchester, the Hong
Kong Philharmonic, the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, and Leipzig Gewandhaus. The RCO has been invited to
perform at the Isabel Bader Performing Arts Centre in Kingston this season, has been heard on CBC Radio, and has
toured China during the 2004-05 season.

